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INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a lethal malig-

nancy with a 5-year survival rate of only 11% (1). Although 

advances in immunotherapy and targeted therapies have 
improved outcomes for many patients with cancer (2, 3), 
these benefits have not extended to PDAC, for which chemo-
therapy remains first-line treatment (4–6). As more than 90% 
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implantable and autochthonous PDAC models with an intact immune system. In vitro studies validated 
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cell apoptosis and proliferative arrest, drug treatment led to marked shifts in the tumor microenvironment 
(TME), including changes in fibroblasts, matrix, and macrophages. T cells were necessary for MRTX1133’s 
full antitumor effect, and T-cell depletion accelerated tumor regrowth after therapy. These results validate 
the specificity, potency, and efficacy of MRTX1133 in immunocompetent KRASG12D-mutant PDAC models, 
providing a rationale for clinical testing and a platform for further investigation of combination therapies.

SIGNIFICANCE: Pharmacologic inhibition of KRASG12D in pancreatic cancer models with an intact 
immune system stimulates specific, potent, and durable tumor regressions. In the absence of overt 
toxicity, these results suggest that this and similar inhibitors should be tested as potential, high-impact 
novel therapies for patients with PDAC.
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of patients with PDAC harbor oncogenic mutations in the 
Kirsten Ras (KRAS) oncogene (7), the KRAS oncoprotein 
stands out as a particularly attractive target for novel PDAC 
therapy (8).

Prior studies using inducible genetic systems have shown 
that KRAS signaling has both cell-autonomous activity 
(e.g., effects on cell growth, proliferation, metabolism, and 
senescence) and non–cell-autonomous effects on the tumor 
microenvironment (TME; refs. 9–13). Although these fea-
tures have made KRAS a prime target for anticancer therapy 
in PDAC and other malignancies, efforts to effectively block 
KRAS signaling have been challenging. Recently, several 
small-molecule inhibitors of mutant KRAS have been devel-
oped. To date, the most clinically advanced of these are drugs 
that target KRASG12C, leading to FDA approval(s) based 
on efficacy in a variety of solid tumors (14–18). However, 
KRASG12C mutations are present in only a small fraction of 
patients with cancer harboring KRAS mutations, and they 
are found in less than 1% of patients with PDAC (19). By con-
trast, KRASG12D mutations are present in  ∼40% of patients 
with PDAC (20), highlighting the importance of this mutant 
allele at a population level.

One feature that makes PDAC therapeutically challenging 
is the tumor’s dense, immunosuppressive TME that includes 
immune cells, cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF), and a 
dense extracellular matrix. The PDAC TME contributes to 
disease progression and is believed to limit the efficacy 
of therapeutic interventions (21). These features are reca-
pitulated in a genetically engineered, autochthonous mouse 
model that incorporates mutant KrasG12D and Trp53R172H 
(KPC; ref. 22) and in which tumor cells can be identified with 
a YFP-lineage label (KPC/Y; ref.  23). Importantly, tumor-
bearing KPC/Y mice are refractory to most therapeutic inter-
ventions (24), making this model useful for prioritizing 
therapeutic candidates and defining their mechanisms of 
action in an immunocompetent setting. In this study, we 
used the KPC/Y model, and several of its clonal derivatives, 
to test the efficacy and biological impact of MRTX1133, a 
novel inhibitor of KRASG12D (25, 26).

RESULTS
MRTX1133 Selectively Inhibits KRASG12D and 
Downstream MAPK Signaling In Vitro

To study the effect of KRASG12D inhibition on PDAC, we 
utilized MRTX1133, a small-molecule KRASG12D inhibitor.  
In vitro, MRTX1133 has a submicromolar half maximal 
inhibitory concentration (IC50) across human (Supplemen-
tary Fig.  S1A) and murine (Supplementary Fig.  S1B) PDAC 
lines harboring KRASG12D mutations, consistent with prior 
reports (25, 26). By contrast, the BxPC-3 cell line, which har-
bors only wild-type KRAS, and the MIA PaCa-2 line, bearing 
mutant KRASG12C, were comparatively resistant, with an IC50 
in the micromolar range (Supplementary Fig. S1A). Similarly, 
non-PDAC cell lines bearing mutant KRASG12C [Lewis lung 
carcinoma (LLC); ref. 27] or wild-type KRAS (MC38; ref. 28) 
also exhibited sensitivity only in the micromolar range 
(Supplementary Fig.  S1C). Using phosphorylated ERK1/2 
(p-ERK1/2) as a downstream readout of KRAS activity, we 
observed a dose-dependent decrease in p-ERK1/2 levels in 

both human (Supplementary Fig. S1D) and murine (Supple-
mentary Fig. S1E) KRASG12D-mutant PDAC lines. To further 
assess how MRTX1133 affects downstream KRAS activity, we 
used phosphorylated AKT (p-AKT) and phosphorylated S6 
(p-S6) as readouts for the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. Unlike 
the dose-dependent decrease in p-ERK1/2, we did not detect 
any changes in p-AKT or p-S6 expression after MRTX1133 
treatment, suggesting short-term treatment with MRTX1133 
likely inhibits MAPK activity (Supplementary Fig. S1E).

Additionally, MRTX1133 treatment did not alter p-ERK1/2 
levels in BxPC-3 human PDAC cells with wild-type KRAS 
(Supplementary Fig.  S1F). Finally, we tested the efficacy of 
MRTX1133 in an isogenic murine PDAC cell line (4662; 
ref.  29) engineered to express KrasG12C instead of KrasG12D. 
As shown in Supplementary Fig.  S1G, 4662-KrasG12C cells 
were  ∼20-fold less sensitive to the drug in vitro compared 
with 4662-KrasG12D cells. Taken together, these results dem-
onstrate the selectivity of MRTX1133 for cells with mutant 
KrasG12D.

Pharmacologic Inhibition of KRASG12D Inhibits 
Tumor Growth in Immunocompetent Implantation 
PDAC Models

We next assessed the activity of MRTX1133 in vivo. To 
evaluate MRTX1133 in an immune-competent setting, we 
implanted syngeneic 6419c5 PDAC cells into the flanks of 
C57BL/6 mice. 6419c5 is a clonal cell line derived from a 
C57BL/6-backcrossed KPC/Y tumor that gives rise to immu-
notherapy-resistant PDAC tumors containing YFP-labeled 
cancer cells (30). Once tumors reached a size of 20 to 80 
mm3, we assigned mice to randomly receive either vehicle 
or MRTX1133 [30 mg/kg i.p. given twice a day (b.i.d.); refs. 
25, 26]. Differences in tumor volume were evident as early as 
2  days of MRTX1133 treatment (Fig.  1A), and after 7  days, 
5 of 10 tumors (50%) exhibited regressions, whereas 5 of 
10 (50%) exhibited modest or static tumor growth (Supple-
mentary Fig. S2A). Concordantly, final tumor weights in the 
MRTX1133-treated group were significantly reduced com-
pared with vehicle (Supplementary Fig. S2B).

To examine the specificity of MRTX1133 for KrasG12D 
in vivo, we implanted the isogenic 4662-KrasG12C and 
4662-KrasG12D cell lines (described above) into immune-com-
petent animals and treated them with MRTX1113 or vehicle 
for 4 days. Consistent with our in vitro findings, tumors 
derived from 4662-KrasG12D cells regressed, whereas those 
derived from 4662-KrasG12C cells did not respond to the 
drug (Supplementary Fig. S2C). MRTX1133 treatment had 
no effect on the growth of LLC tumors harboring KrasG12C 
mutations (ref.  27; Supplementary Fig.  S2D) or on MC38 
colon carcinoma tumors harboring wild-type Kras (ref.  28; 
Supplementary Fig. S2E). Thus, the selectivity of MRTX1133 
activity for cells carrying KrasG12D persists in vivo.

To further test the reproducibility of these effects, we used a 
third syngeneic KrasG12D PDAC cell clone, 2838c3, which gives 
rise to T-cell–inflamed tumors that are responsive to combi-
nation immunotherapy (30). We subcutaneously implanted 
2838c3 cells into immune-competent animals and rand-
omized mice to either vehicle or MRTX1133 when tumors 
reached 20 to 80 mm3. After 7 days of MRTX1133 treatment, 
8 of 8 (100%) tumors regressed (Fig.  1B; Supplementary 
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Figure 1.  Pharmacologic inhibition of KRASG12D inhibits tumor growth and elicits changes in the tumor stroma in immunocompetent implantation 
PDAC models. A, Tumor volume (mm3) of vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated subcutaneous tumors (6419c5). Growth curves show change in tumor volume 
over 7 days of treatment. n = 10/group. Each symbol represents the average tumor volume. Error bars, SEM. Statistics were determined using a two-way 
ANOVA with the Sidak multiple comparisons test with significance indicated (****, P < 0.0001). Results are representative of 3 independent experiments. 
B, Tumor volume (mm3) of vehicle and MRTX1133-treated subcutaneous tumors (2838c3). Growth curves show change in tumor volume over 7 days of 
treatment. n = 7–8/group. Each symbol represents the average tumor volume. Error bars, SEM. Statistics were determined using a two-way ANOVA with 
the Sidak multiple comparisons test with significance indicated (****, P < 0.0001). Results are representative of 2 independent experiments. C, Waterfall 
plot of vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated orthotopic tumors (6419c5) showing a change in tumor volume after 7 days of treatment compared with baseline 
at day 0. Each bar represents a single tumor. n = 5–6/group. D, Representative coimmunofluorescence images of staining for Ki-67 (proliferation marker), 
GFP (tumor cell marker), and DAPI (nuclear counterstain) in vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated tumors (top). Quantitation of proliferating tumor cells 
(Ki-67 of GFP+) as a percent area per high-power field (HPF) in vehicle-treated (n = 3) and MRTX1133-treated (n = 4; bottom) tumors. At least 3 fields of 
view were averaged per tumor. P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 20×. E, Representative coim-
munofluorescence images of CC3, GFP, and DAPI in vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated tumors (top). Quantitation of apoptotic tumor cells (CC3 of GFP+) 
as percent area per HPF in vehicle-treated (n = 3) and MRTX1133-treated (n = 4; bottom) tumors. At least 3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. 
P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 20×. F, Representative images of H&E staining of subcutaneous 
tumors (6419c5) following 7 days of treatment with vehicle or MRTX1133. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 10×. G, Representative images of Masson’s 
trichrome staining of vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated tumors. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 10×. H, Quantitation of collagen deposition (blue stain) 
as percent area per HPF in vehicle-treated (n = 5) and MRTX1133-treated (n = 5) tumors. At least 3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. P values 
were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, SD. I, Representative coimmunofluorescence images of αSMA, GFP, and DAPI in vehicle- and 
MRTX1133-treated tumors. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 20×. J, Quantitation of fibroblasts (αSMA+) as percent area per HPF in vehicle-treated (n = 4) 
and MRTX1133-treated (n = 4) tumors. At least 3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. P values were determined by Student unpaired t test. Error 
bars, SD. K, Representative coimmunofluorescent images of EMCN, GFP, and DAPI in vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated tumors. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objec-
tive, 20×. L, Quantitation of endothelial cells (EMCN+) as percent area per HPF in vehicle-treated (n = 4) and MRTX1133-treated (n = 4) tumors. At least 
3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, SD.

Fig. S2F). In contrast to 6419c5-derived tumors, 2 of 8 (25%) 
2838c3-derived tumors had a complete remission (CR) after 
7 days of treatment (Supplementary Fig. S2F). This difference 
in response was not due to variation in drug sensitivity, as 
6419c5 cells are  ∼5-fold more sensitive to MRTX1133 than 
2838c3 cells (Supplementary Fig. S1B).

The efficacy of antitumor agents can vary depending 
on the tumor site (31). To determine whether the effects 
of MRTX1133 are preserved in an orthotopic setting, we 
implanted 6419c5 cells into the pancreas of syngeneic 
hosts using ultrasound guidance (32). Mice were screened 
for tumor development by ultrasound and randomized to 
receive MRTX1133 or vehicle when tumors reached 20 to 80 
mm3. After 7 days of therapy, regressions were seen in 6 of 6 
(100%) tumors treated with MRTX1133 (Fig. 1C; Supplemen-
tary Fig.  S2G and S2H). Despite these reductions in tumor 
size, none of the subcutaneously or orthotopically implanted 
6419c5-derived tumors exhibited a CR. These results indicate 
that MRTX1133 has broad activity against multiple KrasG12D-
containing tumor lines, with the greatest efficacy observed in 
T cell–inflamed tumors that can undergo CR.

To explore the mechanism(s) driving the antitumor effect 
of MRTX1133, we stained vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated 
tumors for the proliferation marker Ki-67 and the apoptosis 
marker cleaved caspase-3 (CC3). Ki-67 staining, measured 
as a percentage of YFP+ tumor cells, was reduced in both 
subcutaneous and orthotopic tumors (Fig. 1D). By contrast, 
we did not detect a difference in CC3 staining after 7  days 
of MRTX1133 treatment in both subcutaneous and ortho-
topic tumors (Fig. 1E). Consistent with our in vitro findings, 
p-ERK1/2 staining was significantly reduced in both subcuta-
neous and orthotopic tumors treated with MRTX1133 (Sup-
plementary Fig.  S2I and S2J), whereas p-S6 expression was 
unaffected (Supplementary Fig.  S2K). These results suggest 
that MRTX1133 manifests its effects by inhibiting cell prolif-
eration, likely through a reduction in MAPK–ERK signaling.

Given the propensity of PDAC to metastasize, we next 
assessed the ability of MRTX1133 to reduce metastatic burden. 

We injected 6419c5 cells via tail vein into C57BL/6 mice. PDAC 
cells were allowed to settle for 3 days before MRTX1133 treat-
ment began. Mice were treated with vehicle or MRTX1133 for 
7 days, and then we assessed the lungs for metastatic burden. 
MRTX1133 treatment resulted in a marked reduction in lung 
metastases as detected by YFP expression (Supplementary 
Fig. S3A–S3C). Further, MRTX1133-treated mice had a lower 
lung mass-to-body mass ratio, suggesting reduced metastatic 
burden (Supplementary Fig. S3D).

MRTX1133 Elicits Changes in the Tumor Stroma 
and Vasculature

The PDAC TME is composed of a dense fibrotic stroma 
(24, 33). Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining performed 
after 7 days of MRTX1133 treatment revealed major changes 
in the TME (Fig.  1F), including an increase in collagen fib-
ers as confirmed with Masson’s trichrome (Fig.  1G and H). 
Given that myofibroblastic CAFs (myCAF) are a major source 
of collagen deposition in the TME (34), we quantified this 
population by staining for the myCAF marker alpha-smooth 
muscle actin (αSMA). This revealed a significant increase in 
αSMA+ fibroblasts in subcutaneous (Fig. 1I and J) and ortho-
topic (Supplementary Fig. S4A and S4B) tumors treated with 
MRTX1133 for 7  days. Notably, this population has been 
reported to restrain tumor growth in PDAC (35–37), raising 
the possibility that this increase in myCAFs may contribute 
to the antitumor effects of MRTX1133.

Although a small percentage of patients with PDAC exhibit 
hypervascular tumors, the majority of PDAC tumors are 
hypovascular (24, 38). To assess the effects of MRTX1133 
on tumor vasculature, we stained tumors for the endothelial 
cell marker endomucin (EMCN). Subcutaneous MRTX1133-
treated tumors exhibited an increase in tumor vasculature 
compared with vehicle controls (Fig.  1K and L). A simi-
lar increase in vessel density was not observed in ortho-
topic MRTX1133-treated tumors, however (Supplementary 
Fig. S4C and S4D)—a finding that may relate to the greater 
vascularity of orthotopic tumors at baseline.
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Figure 2.  KRASG12D inhibition alters the tumor immune microenvironment. A–D, Flow cytometry of indicated cell subsets from 6419c5 (subcutane-
ous) tumors after 5 doses over 60 hours of vehicle (n = 6) or MRTX1133 (n = 6). Ratio of M1-like (MHC-II+) to M2-like (CD206+) macrophages in 6419c5 
(subcutaneous) tumors after 5 doses of vehicle or MRTX1133 (D, middle). M1/M2 ratio plotted as the frequency (freq.) of total macrophages (D, right). 
P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, SD. MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; moMDSC, monocytic myeloid-derived suppres-
sor cell. E, Representative coimmunofluorescent images of F4/80, GFP, and DAPI in vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated tumors (6419c5, subcutaneous, 60 
hours). Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 20×. F, Quantitation of macrophages (F4/80+) as percent area per high-power field in vehicle-treated (n = 3) and 
MRTX1133-treated (n = 3) tumors. At least 3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, 
SD. G, Flow cytometry of T-cell subsets from 6419c5 (subcutaneous) tumors after 5 doses over 60 hours of vehicle (n = 5) or MRTX1133 (n = 5). P values 
were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, indicate SD. Results are representative of 3 independent experiments. H, Flow cytometry 
of T-cell subsets from 6419c5 (subcutaneous) tumors after 5 doses over 60 hours of vehicle (n = 15) or MRTX1133 (n = 16). MFI of Ki-67 and GZMB on 
CD8+ T cells. P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, SD. I, Flow cytometry of T-cell subsets from 6419c5 (subcutaneous) 
TDLNs after 5 doses over 60 hours of vehicle (n = 16) or MRTX1133 (n = 16). P values were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, SD.

MRTX1133 Exerts In Vivo Effects Early 
in Treatment

Given the rapidity with which MRTX1133 inhibited tumor 
growth (Fig.  1A), we next assessed the effect of short-term 
MRTX1133 treatment. To this end, we administered 3 doses 
of MRTX1133 over 36 hours and stained YFP+ tumor cells for 
the cell proliferation and cell death markers Ki-67 and CC3. 
Reduced staining for Ki-67 was observed after 36 hours of 
treatment (Supplementary Fig. S5A and S5B), consistent with 
our findings regarding cell proliferation following 7  days 
of treatment (Fig.  1D). In addition, we observed increased 
staining for CC3 after 36 hours of treatment (Supplementary 
Fig. S5C and S5D), contrasting with the minimal increase in 
cell death observed following 7 days of treatment (Fig. 1E). In 
addition, we observed a significant accumulation of αSMA+ 
myCAFs (Supplementary Fig.  S5E and S5F) and EMCN+ 
endothelial cells (Supplementary Fig.  S5G and S5H) after  
36 hours of treatment.

To better assess the impact of these effects on tumor 
growth, we examined two additional cohorts of tumor-
bearing mice treated with MRTX1133 or vehicle for 36 
hours. Whereas most vehicle-treated tumors grew over this 
short time interval, MRTX1133-treated tumors exhibited 
either static growth or reductions in tumor volume (Sup-
plementary Fig.  S5I and S5J), which translated to a reduc-
tion in tumor mass over a 2-day time period (Supplementary 
Fig.  S5K). These results suggest that MRTX1133 causes a 
reduction in cell proliferation and an increase in cell death 
early in treatment, resulting in tumor regression, whereas 
the apoptosis-inducing activities of the drug may diminish 
over time.

KRASG12D Inhibition Alters the Tumor Immune 
Microenvironment

Genetic models using an inducible KrasG12D (iKras) system 
(9) have revealed changes in the tumor immune microenvi-
ronment upon Kras “deinduction,” including an alteration 
in macrophage polarization with an increase in tissue-repair 
macrophages (11, 13). However, these Kras deinduction stud-
ies failed to reveal changes to T-cell infiltration in the early 
stages of PDAC (11, 13). To investigate the effects of KrasG12D 
inhibition with MRTX1133 on tumoral immune infiltration, 
we performed immune phenotyping of subcutaneous 6419c5 
PDAC tumors after 5 doses of MRTX1133 (60 hours) using 
a flow cytometry immune panel (Supplementary Table S1). 
First, we confirmed the loss of YFP+ tumor cells with KrasG12D 
inhibition; notably, the tumor cells that survived exhibited 

higher expression of MHC class I (Fig. 2A). Within the mye-
loid compartment, MRTX1133 treatment resulted in a reduc-
tion in total myeloid cells (CD45+ CD11b+), granulocytic 
myeloid-derived suppressor cells (gMDSC; Ly-6G+/Ly-6Clo; 
Fig.  2B), and dendritic cells (DC; CD11c+, MHC-II+, and 
CD11c+ CD103+; Fig.  2C). We also observed a significant 
increase in macrophages (CD11b+ and F4/80+) in KrasG12D- 
inhibited tumors (Fig. 2D), which we confirmed by staining 
sections from subcutaneous tumors at 60 hours (Fig. 2E and 
F) and 7 days (Supplementary Fig. S6A and S6B). To further 
assess macrophage phenotypes after MRTX1133 treatment, 
we used flow cytometry to assess the ratio of intratumoral 
M1-like (CD206lo MHC-IIhi) and M2-like (CD206hi MHC-IIlo)  
macrophages (39) as a percentage of total macrophages 
(CD11b+, F4/80+, and Ly-6G−). This revealed an increase in 
the M1/M2 ratio in MRTX1133-treated tumors compared 
with vehicle (Fig. 2D), suggesting KrasG12D inhibition skews 
macrophage phenotypes to an M1-like state.

Next, to identify potential tumor-derived factors leading 
to alterations in the TME, we performed cytokine profiling 
of conditioned media from vehicle- or MRTX1133-treated 
tumor cells (Supplementary Fig. S6C). Among factors pre-
sent at detectable levels, we observed a decrease in GM-CSF 
secretion and an increase in CCL2 secretion from tumor 
cells treated with MRTX1133 (Supplementary Fig. S6C and 
S6D). CCL2 is known to recruit CCR2+ macrophages in 
PDAC (40). GM-CSF is known to promote the expansion 
of MDSCs, whereas its loss abrogates MDSC accumulation 
in the PDAC TME (41). These data raise the possibility that 
MRTX1133 treatment alters the macrophage and gMDSC 
composition of the TME by dysregulating the release of 
these two factors.

Finally, we assessed the effect of MRTX1133 treatment on 
the abundance of intratumoral T cells. We identified a sig-
nificant increase in tumor-infiltrating T cells (CD3+), CD4+, 
and CD8+ T-cell subsets after 5 doses of MRTX1133 over 60 
hours (Fig. 2G). The increase in CD8+ T cells was confirmed 
by immunofluorescence staining for CD8 (Supplementary 
Fig.  S6E and S6F). Additionally, the CD8+ T cells expressed 
higher levels of the proliferation marker Ki-67 and the cyto-
toxicity marker GZMB after MRTX1133 treatment (Fig. 2H). 
However, this increase in T-cell infiltration was no longer 
evident after 7 days of MRTX1133 treatment (Supplementary 
Fig.  S6G), suggesting that T-cell infiltration in response to 
KrasG12D inhibition is highly dynamic. Further, we assessed 
T-cell infiltration in the tumor-draining lymph node (TDLN), 
a major site of T-cell priming. Although there was no differ-
ence in total T-cell numbers (CD4+ and CD8+), there was a 
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significant increase in IFNγ + CD8+ T cells with MRTX1133 
treatment (Fig.  2I). These data suggest KrasG12D inhibition 
has a systemic effect and enhances CD8+ T-cell effector 
cytokine production within the TDLNs. Taken together, 
these results suggest that MRTX1133 treatment leads to a 
reduction in the number of tumor-infiltrating MDSCs, an 
increase in M1-like macrophages, and an increase in tumor-
infiltrating, cytotoxic T cells.

T Cells Contribute to the Antitumor Effects of 
MRTX1133

To evaluate the contribution of T cells to the antitu-
mor effect of MRTX1133, we performed a T-cell depletion 
experiment using tumors derived from PDAC clone 2838c3, 
which gives rise to T cell–inflamed tumors (30). Mice were 
randomized into 4 arms (vehicle, vehicle  +  αCD4/CD8, 
MRTX1133, and MRTX1133  +  αCD4/CD8). T-cell deple-
tion was confirmed via flow cytometry (Supplementary 
Fig. S6H). As expected, treatment with MRTX1133 alone sig-
nificantly inhibited tumor growth compared with the vehicle 
group (Fig.  3A), with regressions observed in 8 of 8 (100%) 
tumors (Fig. 3B). MRTX1133-treated tumors in the absence 

of T cells also exhibited significant tumor inhibition, with 
6 of 7 (86%) tumors regressing (Fig.  3A and B). Notably, 
although 4 of 8 (50%) 2838c3 tumors exhibited CRs follow-
ing MRTX1133 treatment, consistent with our prior results 
with this cell clone (Fig. 1B; Supplementary Fig. S2F), no CRs 
were observed in the T-cell depletion cohort (Fig. 3B). These 
results suggest that T cells are not required for the response 
to MRTX1133 but instead may augment the extent of the 
drug’s antitumor activity.

Given these findings, we asked whether T cells had the 
ability to control tumor growth after a course of MRTX1133 
treatment. To this end, we stopped MRTX1133 treatment 
after 14 days in both treatment arms (green and orange 
tumors in Fig.  3A and B) but continued to deplete T cells 
in the αCD4/CD8 cohort (orange lines in Fig. 3A and B). By 
day 43 of the study (3 weeks off drug), 4 of 8 (50%) tumors 
in the MRTX1133-alone group remained in remission, with 
no detectable tumors, whereas 4 of 8 (50%) exhibited lim-
ited regrowth (Fig. 3C and D). In comparison, 7 of 7 (100%) 
tumors in the MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8 arm exhibited sub-
stantial regrowth (Fig. 3C and D). These data suggest that T 
cells contribute to the antitumor effects of MRTX1133 by 
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Figure 3.  T cells contribute to the antitumor effects of MRTX1133. A, Tumor volumes (mm3) of vehicle-, vehicle + αCD4/CD8–, MRTX1133-, and 
MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8–treated tumors (2838c3, subcutaneous). Growth curves show changes in tumor volume over 11 days of treatment. n = 7–8/group. 
Each symbol represents the average tumor volume. Error bars, SEM. P values were determined using a two-way ANOVA with the Sidak multiple compari-
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CD8–, MRTX1133-, and MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8–treated tumors showing changes in tumor volume after 11 days of treatment. Each bar represents a 
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constraining tumor regrowth following an initial response 
to the drug.

KRASG12D Inhibition Promotes Tumor Regressions 
in the Autochthonous KPC/Y Model

To determine the efficacy of MRTX1133 in an autochtho-
nous setting, we utilized the stochastic KPC/Y PDAC mouse 
model (22, 23). KPC/Y mice were screened for tumors by 
serial palpation and ultrasound of the pancreas and rand-
omized to receive MRTX1133 or vehicle when their tumors 
reached 20 to 80 mm3. Mice were treated with MRTX1133 
for 14 days with weekly ultrasound scans to monitor tumor 
growth (Fig. 4A). At the end of the 14-day treatment, KPC/Y 
animals treated with MRTX1133 exhibited a significant inhi-
bition of tumor growth as compared with control animals 
(Fig.  4B). Tumor regressions were identified in 12 of 13 
(92%) of the MRTX1133-treated animals, including 4 ani-
mals whose tumors were below the limit of detection by 
ultrasound.

To assess the role of T cells on the antitumor effects of 
MRTX1133 in the KPC/Y model, we enrolled an additional 
cohort of tumor-bearing animals (20–80 mm3, as above) and 
treated them with MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8 T cell–depleting  
antibodies. Similar to our findings in the subcutaneous set-
ting, 13 of 13 (100%) KPC/Y tumors regressed in the absence 
of T cells (Fig. 4A and B), suggesting that MRTX1133 is not 
dependent on T cells for its dominant antitumor effects in 
this model.

We further sought to determine whether T cells contrib-
uted to the durability of the antitumor response in autoch-
thonous tumors, as it did in the implantable setting (Fig. 3C 
and D). To this end, we stopped MRTX1133 treatment after 
14  days but continued T-cell depletion for an additional 
3  weeks (Fig.  4C). By day 35 of the study (3 weeks off 
MRTX1133), tumors from the MRTX1133  +  αCD4/CD8 
arm exhibited increased tumor growth compared with the 
MRTX1133-alone arm (Fig.  4C; Supplementary Fig.  S7A). 
These data mirror our findings in the implantable setting and 
provide further evidence that T cells augment the antitumor 
effect of MRTX1133 in the KPC/Y model.

Recent work has shown disease control is lost after 
MRTX1133 treatment is discontinued in xenograft models 
(25). To further assess the durability of MRTX1133 in the 
presence of T cells, we continued following KPC/Y animals 
after their 14-day MRTX1133 treatment regimen. Tumor 
remission in KPC/Y animals lasted between 2 and 4  weeks 
in 5 of 7 animals (Fig.  4D). Mouse 10527 relapsed 7  weeks 
after therapy (Fig. 4D). At this time, we resumed MRTX1133 
treatment and again saw tumor regression after 1  week of 
treatment, suggesting that tumor regrowth was due to the 
removal of the drug rather than acquired resistance. We 
continued treatment for an additional 7 weeks before tumor 
relapse was identified (Fig.  4D). These data highlight the 
relapse variability when MRTX1133 treatment is stopped in 
the KPC/Y model.

Next, we examined the effects of MRTX1133 on the TME 
in the autochthonous KPC/Y model. Using immunofluores-
cence staining, we confirmed a significant loss of p-ERK1/2 
in MRTX1133-treated KPC/Y tumors (Fig.  4E and F), sug-
gesting effective inhibition of MAPK signaling. We then 

assessed TME changes by staining for αSMA+ fibroblasts and 
F4/80+ macrophages (Fig.  4G). We identified an increase in 
macrophages after MRTX1133 treatment similar to our find-
ings in both subcutaneous and orthotopic settings; however, 
there was not a significant difference in αSMA+ fibroblasts 
(Fig. 4G and H).

DISCUSSION
Our findings demonstrate that the KRASG12D inhibitor 

MRTX1133 exerts potent, specific, and rapid antitumor activ-
ity in implantable and autochthonous KRASG12D mouse mod-
els, including the highly treatment-refractory KPC/Y model. 
In our 10 years of experience testing multiple compounds for 
antitumor effects in this autochthonous model (37, 42–46), 
the frequency and depth of tumor regressions observed with 
MRTX1133 are the most prominent yet observed for any 
compound or compounds. The dominant effects are likely 
mediated by cancer cell–intrinsic mechanisms, principally 
inhibition of ERK1/2 phosphorylation. Nevertheless, the 
drug also prompts changes in the TME, which may contrib-
ute to the antitumor effect, including increases in tumor-
associated macrophages (with the adoption of an M1-like 
phenotype) and αSMA+ myofibroblasts—cell types known to 
mediate tumor inhibitory properties. Our findings also reveal 
an increase in tumoral T-cell infiltration and a role for T cell–
mediated immunity in achieving deeper tumor regressions 
and sustained disease control. The latter point is critical, as 
resistance to KRASG12D inhibitors such as MRTX1133 is likely 
to limit its clinical effect in patients, as it has for KRASG12C 
inhibitors and other targeted therapies.

Effects of MRTX1133 on Tumor Growth
In prior work, MRTX1133 was reported to potently inhibit 

the growth of multiple human cell lines bearing KRASG12D 
mutations at low nanomolar or subnanomolar concentra-
tions (25, 26). We found that MRTX1133 was also active 
against murine cells bearing KrasG12D mutations, albeit with a 
somewhat lower potency compared with its activity in human 
cells (IC50 in the 30–160 nmol/L range). Growth inhibition 
was likely due to perturbations in MAPK signaling, as even 
low doses of the drug led to a near-complete loss of ERK1/2 
phosphorylation. Importantly, murine cells bearing wild-type 
Kras, including an isogenic cell line in which a G12C muta-
tion was substituted for the G12D mutation in the original 
tumor, were relatively insensitive to MRTX1133.

In vivo, we observed profound growth inhibition of tumors 
bearing KRASG12D (but not an isogenic line bearing KRASG12C) 
within 36 hours of initial MRTX1133 dose. This effect was 
associated with a loss of ERK1/2 phosphorylation, reduced 
proliferation, and an increase in tumor cell apoptosis early 
but not at later time points. Tumors exhibited a range of 
responses—from stunted growth to frank regressions and 
CRs. The response of tumor-bearing KPC/Y animals was 
particularly notable, as this autochthonous model is refrac-
tory to a wide range of small-molecule and immunotherapy 
regimens. In contrast to the mostly modest antitumor effects 
that have been previously reported for other compounds in 
this model, including our own work with immunotherapies 
(24, 45), the current study produced deep (>50%) or complete 
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regressions in the majority of tumor-bearing mice. These 
results contrast sharply with the outcome of vehicle-treated 
KPC/Y tumors, all of which experienced progression. These 
findings are consistent with studies utilizing the inducible 
iKras genetic mouse model (9, 10, 12), in which KrasG12D 
deinduction resulted in a rapid loss of p-ERK1/2 expres-
sion, increased apoptosis, and tumor regressions within 1 
week (9, 10, 12). These data suggest that this pharmacologic 
approach mirrors the antitumor effects observed in genetic 
models.

Effects of MRTX1133 on the TME
MRTX1133 treatment had multiple effects on the tumor 

stroma. The most impressive of these was a rapid and sus-
tained increase in intratumoral macrophages, which we con-
firmed in all models tested by immunostaining. PDAC cells 
treated with MRTX1133 in vitro produced elevated levels of 
CCL2, nominating this factor as a candidate mediator of 
the macrophage effect. Macrophage immunophenotyping 
revealed a shift toward an M1 phenotype, again similar to 
findings in the inducible iKras mouse model (11, 13), rais-
ing the possibility that macrophage-mediated phagocytosis 
of tumor cells may contribute to the antitumor effects of 
KrasG12D inhibition. In concordance with our work, recent 
reports examining the role of KrasG12C inhibitors on the 
tumor immune microenvironment also identified an increase 
in M1-like macrophages, a loss of MDSCs, and dependency 
on a functional immune system (14, 47).

Treatment with MRTX1133 also resulted in a reproduc-
ible increase in the area occupied by αSMA+ myofibroblasts 
and collagen across the various tumor models studied, with 
a trend toward more myofibroblasts in the KPC/Y model. As 
αSMA+ fibroblasts restrain tumor growth in PDAC (35–37), 
an increase in this CAF subpopulation may also contribute to 
the antitumor effects of the drug. Our findings contrast with 
those observed in the genetic iKras model, in which KrasG12D 
deinduction led to a loss of αSMA+ fibroblasts (9–11). How-
ever, those iKras studies were performed at the pancreatic 
intraepithelial neoplasia stage rather than in established 
tumors, and thus KrasG12D inhibition may affect stromal cells 
in a stage-specific manner.

Our studies revealed other changes in the TME following 
MRTX1133 treatment, including a decreased abundance of 
gMDSCs and an increased abundance of EMCN+ endothe-
lial cells, which may have had additional effects on tumor 

growth. However, these effects were less reproducible across 
the models tested. For example, the effect on endothelial 
cells was dramatic in the subcutaneous setting, modest in the 
orthotopic setting, and undetectable in the autochthonous 
setting. One possible explanation for this variability is that 
baseline blood vessel density differs across models. Further 
work is required to elucidate the vasculature changes identi-
fied with MRTX1133 treatment.

Durability of Response
Because acquired resistance is a near-universal feature of 

targeted therapies (48, 49), including KRASG12C inhibition 
(50), we estimated the durability of MRTX1133-induced 
tumor regressions. For animals treated with MRTX1133 for 
just 14 days and then observed in the subcutaneous model, 
nearly all animals achieving CR at the completion of therapy 
remained disease free nearly 3 weeks later. Although a few 
mice were refractory to MRTX1133 treatment, we did not 
observe tumor regrowth (relapses) while on treatment in 
mice that had exhibited tumor regressions. In the autoch-
thonous KPC/Y model, several animals with deep tumor 
regressions did not exhibit tumor regrowth for 3 weeks or 
more following cessation of MRTX1133 treatment. Thus, 
although we observed striking antitumor effects overall, we 
also observed examples of primary refractoriness and post-
treatment relapses.

T Cells Augment the Antitumor Effects of 
MRTX1133

PDAC tumors remained sensitive to MRTX1133 despite 
T-cell depletion in all models tested. These results suggest 
that T cells are not required for the drug’s principal antitu-
mor activity. However, several lines of evidence suggest that 
T cells are critical for achieving deeper and more durable 
remissions: (i) In our implantation experiments using three 
PDAC cell lines, only the T cell–inflamed tumor line (2838c3) 
achieved CRs; (ii) MRTX1133 treatment prompted a rapid 
(<3 days) increase in intratumoral T cells; (iii) T-cell depletion 
abrogated the ability of 2838c3 tumors to achieve CRs; and 
(iv) T-cell depletion, in both implantable and autochthonous 
settings, was associated with more rapid tumor regrowth 
following a 14-day course of MRTX1133, whereas tumors 
with an intact T-cell compartment remained small or unde-
tectable. Thus, T-cell responses induced by MRTX1133 may 
contribute to the durability of regressions.

Figure 4.  KRASG12D inhibition promotes tumor regressions in the autochthonous KPC/Y model. A, Tumor volumes (mm3) of KPC/Y tumors treated 
with vehicle control, MRTX1133, or MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8. Growth curves show changes in tumor volume over 14 days of MRTX1133 treatment. 
n = 13–14/group. Each symbol represents the average tumor volume. Error bars, SEM. Statistics were determined using a two-way ANOVA with the 
Sidak multiple comparisons test with significance indicated (****, P < 0.0001). B, Waterfall plot of KPC/Y tumors in A treated with vehicle, MRTX1133, 
or MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8 showing changes in tumor volume after 14 days of treatment. Each bar represents a single tumor. n = 13–14/group. C, Tumor 
volumes (mm3) of MRTX1133 and MRTX1133 + αCD4/CD8-treated KPC/Y tumors. Growth curves show changes in tumor volume over 14 days of 
MRTX1133 treatment and an additional 3 weeks of αCD4/CD8 in the T-cell depletion cohort. n = 6–8/group. Each symbol represents average tumor 
volume. Error bars, SEM. Statistics were determined using a two-way ANOVA with the Sidak multiple comparisons test with significance indicated 
(**, P < 0.01). D, Tumor volumes (mm3) of KPC/Y tumors (n = 7) treated with MRTX1133. Growth curves show changes in tumor volume over 14 days 
of MRTX1133 treatment and an additional 6 weeks off therapy. One mouse (10527) resumed MRTX1133 treatment at 63 days after enrollment and 
continued treatment for an additional 7 weeks. Each line represents a single tumor. E, Representative coimmunofluorescence images of p-ERK1/2, CK19, 
and DAPI in vehicle- and MRTX1133-treated KPC/Y tumors. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 20×. F, Quantitation of p-ERK1/2 staining as percent area per 
high-power field (HPF) in control-treated (n = 4) and MRTX1133-treated (n = 3) KPC/Y tumors. At least 3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. P values 
were determined by an unpaired Student t test. Error bars, SD. G, Representative coimmunofluorescence images of αSMA, F4/80, and GFP in control- 
and MRTX1133-treated KPC/Y tumors. Scale bars, 100 μm. Objective, 20×. H, Quantitation of macrophages (F4/80+) and fibroblasts (αSMA+) as percent 
area per HPF in control-treated (n = 4) and MRTX1133-treated (n = 3) KPC/Y tumors. At least 3 fields of view were averaged per tumor. P values were 
determined using a two-way ANOVA with the Sidak multiple comparisons test. Error bars, SD.
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One possible explanation for these results is a “vaccine 
effect,” whereby profound tumor cell death induced by 
KrasG12D inhibition leads to antigen release and T-cell prim-
ing. Although chemotherapy and radiation have also been 
used to activate an antitumor immune response by inducing 
tumor cell death, these treatments are also associated with 
T-cell dysfunction and toxicity. In that respect, MRTX1133 
may represent a major improvement over traditional “vaccine  
effects,” because its activity is specific for cells carrying 
KrasG12D, thus sparing the antitumor immune response.

Summary
Pharmacologic inhibition of KRASG12D in pancreatic cancer 

models has specific, potent, and durable effects in promoting 
tumor regression, which, in the absence of overt toxicity, sug-
gests that this and similar inhibitors should be tested as poten-
tial, high-impact novel therapies for patients with PDAC. These 
approaches will complement other strategies that leverage the 
ability of KrasG12D to serve as a neoantigen using engineered 
autologous T cells (51, 52). Our study highlights the impor-
tance of exploiting the breadth of tumor biology orchestrated 
by mutant KRAS, particularly the immune system, to devise 
rational combinations leading to long-term patient responses.

METHODS
Animals

Female wild-type C57BL/6 mice were purchased from The Jack-
son Laboratory (000664) and used between 6 and 8 weeks of age.  
KrasLSL-G12D/+; Trp53LSL-R172H/+, Pdx1-Cre; Rosa26YFP/YFP (KPC/Y; ref. 23) 
mice were bred and maintained in specific pathogen–free facilities at 
the University of Pennsylvania. For KPC/Y experiments, both male 
and female mice were used to control for sex as a biological variable. 
Experiments were randomized but not blinded. All animal experi-
ments and procedures were performed under approved protocols 
in accordance with guidelines from the university’s Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee.

Tumor Cell Lines
Murine PDAC cell lines were derived from tumor-bearing KPC/Y 

(6419c5, 2838c3; ref. 30) or KPC (4662; ref. 29) animals on a congenic 
C57BL/6 background. C57BL/6 murine LLC and colon adenocarci-
noma MC38 (28) cell lines were obtained from ATCC and Dr. Dimitry 
Gabrilovich (The Wistar Institute), respectively. Cells were cultured 
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium DMEM (high glucose with-
out sodium pyruvate) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal 
bovine serum (FBS), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Human PDAC 
cell lines (BxPC-3, AsPC-1, and MIA PaCa-2) were purchased from 
ATCC. Cell lines were maintained according to ATCC guidelines. 
The 4662-G12C line was generated using CRISPR/Cas9 technology 
to remove the endogenous G12D mutation and instead express the 
G12C mutation using lentiviral transduction. Cell lines were routinely 
tested for Mycoplasma using the MycoAlert Mycoplasma Detection Kit 
(Lonza, LT07-318). Three murine KRASG12D lines were used (4662, 
6419c5, and 2838c3). One murine KRASG12C (LLC) line and one murine 
wild-type KRAS (MC38) line were used. One human KRASG12D (AsPC-
1) line , one human KRASG12C (MIA PaCa-2) line, and one human wild-
type KRAS (BxPC-3) line were used. Kras allele status (wild-type, G12D, 
G12C) was confirmed by genomic sequencing.

Cell Viability Assay
To determine IC50 values, 2 to 5  ×  103 tumor cells were plated 

in a 96-well plate. Cells were treated 24 hours later with DMSO or 

serial dilutions of MRTX1133. Cell viability was read 72 hours later 
using CellTiter-Glo (Promega, G7571). All reagents and plates were 
brought to room temperature before measuring viability. An equal 
volume of CellTiter-Glo was then added to each well. The cells were 
lysed, and the plate was incubated for 10 minutes at room tempera-
ture. Luminescence values were recorded, and IC50 values were gener-
ated using GraphPad Prism (RRID:SCR_002798) version 9.1.2.

Western Blot Analysis
Cells were washed with ice-cold PBS, and lysate was generated using 

RIPA buffer. Equal amounts of protein were run in reducing condi-
tions on SDS-PAGE gels and then transferred to a PVDF membrane. 
Membranes were blocked at room temperature for 1 hour in a blocking 
buffer (LI-COR). After blocking, membranes were incubated in primary 
antibody diluted in an antibody diluent buffer (LI-COR) overnight at 
4°C. After 3 washes in PBS-T, membranes were incubated at room tem-
perature for 1 hour with fluorescence-conjugated secondary antibodies 
(LI-COR) diluted in Antibody Diluent Buffer. α-Tubulin (Cell Signaling 
Technology, 3873) was used as a loading control. Primary antibodies for 
Western blot included anti–p-ERK (Cell Signaling Technology, 4370), 
and anti-ERK (Cell Signaling Technology, 4695).

Tumor Cell Implantation
A single-cell suspension of murine PDAC cells was prepared in 

DMEM and kept on ice until injection. Tumor cells (1 × 105 to 1 × 106) 
were injected subcutaneously into 6- to 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice. For 
orthotopic injections, 6.25 × 104 tumor cells were implanted directly 
into the pancreas as previously described (32).

In Vivo Treatments
MRTX1133 Treatment. For in vivo use, MRTX1133 was formu-

lated in 10% research grade Captisol (CyDex Pharmaceuticals) in 50 
mmol/L citrate buffer pH 5.0 (Teknova, Q2443). Once formulated, 
MRTX1133 was protected from light and stored at 4°C for 1 week. 
MRTX1133 was administered at 30 mg/kg via i.p. injection with b.i.d. 
dosing, which was defined as the maximum tolerated dose and was 
well tolerated with no overt signs of toxicity and only minor weight 
loss early in treatment (Supplementary Fig.  S7B–S7D), consistent 
with earlier observations (25, 26).

T-cell Depletion. Once tumors reached an average volume of 20 
to 50 mm3, MRTX1133 (30 mg/kg) or vehicle was administered 
i.p. b.i.d. for 2 weeks. CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell depletion started 1 day 
before initiating MRTX1113 treatment and continued twice a week 
for the remainder of the experiment. Depleted mice received 200 μg 
of CD4+ (Bio X Cell, GK1.5) and CD8+ (Bio X Cell, 2.43) antibodies 
i.p., whereas control mice were given isotype control (Bio X Cell, LTF-
2). Peripheral blood was collected to confirm CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell 
depletion via flow cytometry.

Tumor Growth Analysis
Subcutaneous tumor measurements began when tumors became 

palpable. Subcutaneous tumors were measured daily with digital 
calipers for short-term experiments (every 2–3 days for longer exper-
iments). Subcutaneous tumor volume was calculated as (W2 × L)/2. 
Orthotopic and KPC/Y tumors were measured by ultrasound once 
per week. Animals were randomized into treatment groups when 
tumors reached 20 to 80 mm3. Mice with tumors >100 mm3 were 
not included in the study. Waterfall plots were calculated using 
the baseline tumor volume on day 0 compared with tumor vol-
ume at the end of the experiment. The percent change in tumor 
volume was calculated by ((final volume – initial volume)/initial 
volume)  ×  100. A tumor with  −100% change from baseline was 
considered to have a CR.
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Tail-Vein Metastasis Assay
Murine PDAC cells were resuspended in DMEM. Cells (1  ×  105) 

were injected in 200 μL of DMEM via tail vein into 6- to 8-week-old 
C57BL/6 mice. Tumor cells were allowed to settle for 3  days. Mice 
were treated with either vehicle or MRTX1133 for 7 days. Lungs were 
harvested and analyzed for YFP signal using a Lecia M216FA fluores-
cent microscope. FIJI software was used for the quantitation of the 
YFP signal over the entire area of the lung tissue.

Flow Cytometry Analysis
Mouse tumors were mechanically and enzymatically (2 mg/mL col-

lagenase IV in DMEM) digested for 1 hour at 37°C with shaking. 
Samples were then washed with DMEM and 10% FBS and filtered 
through a 70-μm strainer to obtain a single-cell suspension. Cells were 
labeled with primary fluorophore-conjugated antibodies and a live/
dead stain (Supplementary Table S1) for 20 minutes at 4°C. Cells were 
washed and resuspended in flow buffer. For quantification of cytokine 
expression, TDLNs were mechanically processed into single-cell sus-
pensions. The single-cell suspensions were plated at a concentration 
of  ∼1 to 2 million cells in 1 mL of RP-10 media with 2×  GolgiPlug 
(1:50; BD 555029). Cells were stimulated for 2 hours at 37°C with  
2 μL of a cell activation cocktail containing phorbol myristate acetate 
and ionomycin (BioLegend 423301). Each sample had a matched, 
unstimulated control. Subsequent washes and staining prior to fixation 
were performed in solutions containing 1× GolgiPlug (1:100) to prevent 
the release of cytokines. RP-10 media were made by diluting RP-100 
media in RPMI complete media. RPMI complete media contained 
RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, and gentamicin, and RP-100 
media consisted of RPMI complete media with 0.05 mmol/L 2-Mercap-
toethanol. For intracellular staining in tumor and TDLN samples, cells 
were permeabilized and fixed for 30 minutes at 4°C, washed, and then 
stained for intracellular markers overnight at 4°C. Data were acquired 
on an LSR II or Symphony A3 Lite B flow cytometer, with analysis per-
formed using FlowJo (RRID:SCR_008520) version 10.8.1.

IHC Staining and Analysis
After removal, murine tumors were washed 3×  with PBS. Tissues 

were then fixed overnight in zinc formalin. After 24 hours, tissues were 
transferred to 70% ethanol and processed for paraffin embedding. Tis-
sues were sectioned at 5 μm. H&E and Masson’s trichrome stains were 
performed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. For immu-
nofluorescence staining, slides were deparaffinized and rehydrated 
through a series of xylene and ethanol washes. Slides underwent anti-
gen retrieval followed by blocking with 5% donkey serum for 1 hour 
at room temperature. Primary antibodies were added to the slides 
(Supplementary Table S1) and incubated overnight at 4°C. Slides were 
then washed 2× with PBS-T and incubated with secondary antibod-
ies (Alexa Fluor secondaries, 1:250) for 1 hour at room temperature. 
Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (1:1,000). Slides were mounted 
with aqua-poly/mount and coverslipped. Images were captured using 
an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope and a DP71 camera; 10×, 20×, 
and 40× objectives were used and are noted in the figure legends. FIJI 
software was used for quantitation, with each datapoint an average of 
3 to 5 magnification fields per sample.

Cytokine Array
To assess secreted factors, tumor cell conditioned media were 

collected from 6419c5 cells treated with vehicle or MRTX1133  
(20 nmol/L) for 48 hours. Conditioned media were spun at 1,500 
rpm to remove debris, and the supernatant was stored at  −80°C. 
Conditioned media were analyzed using the Proteome Profiler kit 
(R&D Systems, ARY006) according to manufacturer’s guidelines. 
Quantitation was performed using the protein array analyzer macro 
in FIJI. Measurements were performed in duplicate.

Statistical Analysis
GraphPad Prism (RRID:SCR_002798) version 9.1.2 was used for 

statistical analyses and graphical representation. Data are presented 
as means  ±  SD or SEM. Two-tailed Student t test and two-way 
ANOVA with multiple corrections were performed for comparison 
between groups. For IC50 generation, concentrations were log trans-
formed, data were then normalized to control, and log(inhibitor) 
versus response (three parameters) test was used. A P  <  0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.
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